Use this space to document the things you want to buy, people you want to meet, items you want
to look at, and things you want to remember about this terrific event.
Thanks—Dawn, Sue & Amanda

www.U KOALA BAG.com

The Cora Stitched Tote by Lady Conceal
The Cora Stitched Tote is versatile enough to take
you from the gym to happy hour without skipping a
beat. The Cora by Lady Conceal features an ambidextrous, locking concealment pocket with an adjustable holster. The Cora Tote, Pretty Outside,
Powerful Inside. www.itsinthebagboutique.com

The Tactica Dress is a comfortable, practical
garment designed for daily carry. However, this
dress is optimized for concealed carry with the
right accessories. The skirt is loose, for comfort,
with a snug top for a smart appearance. However, this tactical dress also has a hidden feature,
false pockets in a flap at the waist. This allows for
fast access to an on-body holster, such as a corset or thigh holster. That makes this dress a fully
functional cover garment for women's concealed
carry. TacticaFashion.com

Custom Kydex Holster—Our company is not called TheRightHolster for any other reason besides it is The
Right Holster for you. Form fit to your body, you can
carry Shield, a Glock anThe Shield is a great CCW
handgun thanks to it's deep magazine (8+1), narrow
width, and easy three dot sights. We've done many
holsters for Shields and our customers just love how
they can carry their Shields, thanks to our high ride design and body hugging curvature.
TheRightHolster.com

Sticky Holster - Ankle Biter Rig Carry with style and do
it covertly. The AnkleBiter leg rig ankle holster is an

exciting new modular concealment product from Sticky
Holsters. It works in conjunction with Sticky Holster
IWB/Pocket holsters - giving you yet another way to
conceal carry. Requires separate IWB or Pocket holster. Available on line at DavenportGuns.com

The nations first female hosted nationally syndicated pro
2A radio host that talks GUNS. Join Amanda & Rob on
your local station or on-line Sundays 5 - 7 pm eastern
EyeOnTheTargetRadio.com

Berne CCW Echo One Zero
Vest The Berne CCW Echo One
Zero Vest features dual pull-down
compact Adder System pockets
providing ambidextrous access to
a versatile MOLLE grid designed
with alternating rows of elastic
and hook/loop materials. This
allows the installation of a wide
variety of holsters to ensure that
your firearm is secured and
rapidly accessible.
www.bernedirect.com

Packin’ Neat Tactical The patented Packin’
Neat purse and bag organizer. Simply drop
this in your favorite purses or bags. Designed
with 5 pockets, an open catchall area and
separate holster area, this product isolates
your firearm and keeps it the highest point in
your purse. Available in various sizes and
colors, all products retail under $100. Check
out our website www.PackinNeat.com

Camo soft shell jacket with hood. This concealed carry soft shell jacket has ample pocket space for storing various items, including two pockets on the lower front panels
and two vertical chest pockets. There are also two pockets on both elbows, and one forearm pocket on the left
side. Your choice of black, sand, olive green and camo
Paired on our model with an Tactica brand IWB & Belt.
www.TacticaFashion.com

GTM 51 CZY This wonderful pure sophisticated
tote is vintage distressed full grain buffalo leather!
The rich distressed leather gets better and better
with day to day use! It is wonderfully soft from the
oils infused. Signature GTM features are: Designed
for left and right hand use Special padding to prevent gun imprinting. Slash resistant shoulder strap
www.GTMoriginal.com
Miranda Concealed Carry Handbag The Browning
Miranda Handbag is a stylish and functional “musthave” for the woman with Self Defense option in mind.
The concealed weapon pocket with multiple access
points, and lockable zippers presents a secure and
reliable way to carry.
www.HidingHilda.com &

The Classic leggings offer up to 9 holstering
positions. With hard trigger protection and retention for your micro or compact pistol. Additional canted compartments for storage and
quick access to your extra magazines. Use your
side pockets to hold your cell phone or .556
magazines at the range DeneAdams.com

GTM 98 Cinnamon Slim Body The Gun
Toten Mamas Slim Cross body concealed carry
handbag is sleek, lightweight and there is no need
for a wallet! The subtle elegant Pebble Grain
American Cowhide has year round wear-ability and
becomes softer with use! The outside front wallet
organizer has a clear ID window, 14 card slot
pockets and gold plate chrome accents.
www.GTMOriginal.com
Trudy Concealed Carry Handbag The Browning
Trudy Handbag is a stylish and functional “must-have”
for the woman with Self Defense option in mind. The
concealed weapon pocket with left and right access
points, and lockable zippers presents a secure and
reliable way to carry. www.HidingHilda.com and
Show booth 701
Berne CCW Lightweight Echo One-One Jacket The
Berne Lightweight Echo One-One Jacket brings concealed carry applications into your everyday work jacket in a way like no other product on the market. The
Lightweight Echo One One features the US Patented
Adder System pockets to provide improved accessibility, security, and retention to your firearm while wearing bulky cold weather gear.
www.bernedirect.com

GTM CZY 07 The perfect minimal cross body pouch is top
draw designed. This leather is a distressed vintage full grain
buffalo leather that was developed by Gun Toten Mamas!
The Vintage Buffalo leather is designed to handle tuff everyday use and is very durable! Features include a slash resistant shoulder strap and its
anti-RFID
www.gtmoriginal.com
The Skinny Concealed Carry Jeans – our timeless
defensive denim features two ambidextrous concealed carry pockets located just below the waistband, allowing you to carry a self-defense tool discretely and comfortably. An adjustable retention
strap allows for an easy draw and secure carry position. www.DarkAlleyDenim.com

The nations first female hosted nationally syndicated pro
2A radio host that talks GUNS. Join Amanda & Rob on
your local station or on-line Sundays 5 - 7 pm eastern
EyeOnTheTargetRadio.com

The Emma Leather Satchel by Lady Conceal
Be the girl that NEVER backs down with the concealed carry Emma Satchel! The Emma features
100% premium leather, an ambidextrous, YKK locking concealment pocket, plus two styles of holsters.
The Emma Leather Satchel, Pretty Outside, Powerful
Inside. www.itsinthebagboutique.com
And at Show booth 701

Ordinary Sweaters make it difficult to access your
concealed carry handgun. When clothing gets in
the way of your draw, you may find yourself fumbling for your firearm during a self-defense situation. With this Tactica Concealed Carry Knit
Sweater in ultra-soft Merino wool made with concealed carry in mind, you can quickly draw your
sidearm in one fluid motion. Paired here with the
Tactica HardShell Holster. With your handgun
hidden underneath your shirt, you’ll always have
peace of mind knowing it’s within reach at all
times . www.TacticaFashion.com
UTG Female Sport Vest is as cute as it is functional. Loaded with pockets, i's adjustable, slash and wind
resistant and blends rugged with just the right amount of
fashion. Stay safe and look great. Find it and more at
HidngHilda.com or booth 701!

The NEW Dene Adams Men’s Phantom
360 is ambidextrous with four holstering
options around the hips. The 360 has a
hard trigger guard, fast breakaway retention and a 4 & 7 O’clock beltless feature
which allows you can attach your favorite
IWB. DeneAdams.com

GTM 102 BL This amazing leather concealed carry
handbag is a combination of our American Cowhide in
a perfect blue shade with accents of distressed vintage
buffalo! Its spacious main compartment holds laptop,
IPADS, shoes, water bottle and anything else you carry
in your purse! And is airline Carry-on size approved!
www.GTMoriginal.com
UTG Male Sporting Vest is a sporty, ambidextrous, adjustable vest perfect for outdoor
shooting! It's rugged and filled with pockets. Whether you're doing some outdoor
shooting or want a way to conceal carry this
vest does it all! Find it at HidingHilda.com or
booth 701!

Alexo Athletica, created by former NRATV
Host Amy Robbins, is the #1 selling carry wear
brand on the market as seen on Fox News,
Maxim Magazine, Recoil Magazine and many
more. Alexo exists to provide fashionable, functional solutions to store all of your essentials and
help you CARRY WITH CONFIDENCE.
The model is wearing the Alexo Signature
Pant and Active Trench. The Alexo Signature
Pant is designed to lift you up, suck you in and
smooth you out with a proprietary Nylon/
Spandex blend that is compressive yet comfortable. With over 9 pockets and 3 designated areas to store a firearm up to 23 oz loaded with a
patent pending double pocket system offering a
hard trigger guard option.
www.AlexoAthletica.com
Oakley Concealed Carry Handbag The Browning
Oakley Handbag is a stylish and functional “musthave” for the woman with Self Defense option in
mind. The concealed weapon pocket with left and
right access points, and lockable zippers presents a
secure and reliable way to carry.
www.HidingHilda.com & Show booth 701

A women’s business suit designed to conceal a firearm
is offered by Piece Keeping Wear. Stretchy material allows more range of motion than traditional suits, and
deep pockets on the blazer and slacks provide practical
storage for cell phones and keys. The design and cut of
the blazer reduce printing. Strong, strategically placed
belt loops hold a belt and holster firmly. The hem is flared
to allow for an ankle holster. Made in the USA by a Veteran owned company. Piecekeepingwear.com

The Jackie Bag was created in calibration with
Liz, who is also a Hilda's Hero for her main character "Jackie" in her thriller Plea for Justice. Designed for an everyday lifestyle carry, it's lightweight,
machine washable, has plenty of pockets for your
stuff. The holster is located in a separate pocket on
the back, zipped with a half moon design for a smooth,
easy draw and can be set up for right, left or top entry,
and can be locked. Perfect for discreet, everyday carry. Find this and all your favorite brands of concealment purses at booth 701 or HidingHilda.com

Meet the Sportsman, similar to the popular Kodiak
design but without any shiny rivets, snaps, and hardware that catch the glint of the sun’s rays. Made from
extremely durable 1080 Denier ballistic Cordura nylon
fabric, the same stuff used in tactical vests, and plate
carriers. Designed specifically for our outdoor, and military, or police base of customers.
The Sportsman has a Velcro spot on front for your
favorite morale patch, or to identify your unit.
www.Ukoalabag.com

The Tactica Flannel Shirt
is a perfect casual cover garment, but with far more
features than the typical concealed carry shirt. It
features two gun pockets, on either side of the
chest. The pockets are backed with thermoplastic
elastomer, a pliable but solid polymer to keep the
pistol protected. The soft cotton flannel is warm and
comfortable, perfect for early spring and fall wear or
at any time of year. You have your choice of red,
green or grey plaid, whichever is your preference.
TacticaFashion.com

Modern women deserve modern gear! NORB
(No Ordinary Range Bag) is considered one of
the best modern designs giving you the ability to
carry anything you might need for your day at
the office or the range while still being tough and
durable. Don’t choose between femininity and
badassery – We’ll help you have both!
This bag is quality - roomy and designed for
your needs.
www.OffhandGear.com

The Body Shaping Thigh Holster Shorts secure your
firearm under even the tightest pencil skirt. Holstering
your micro firearm with grip tucked in, your thighs glide
smoothly together with soft dry wicking fabric. NO thigh
gap needed! An accessory pocket allows you to carry an
additional magazine or knife.. www.DeneAdams.com
Project Stealth OWB Holster
(model BH2.3)
Project Stealth Holsters by 1791 Gunleather are where oldworld craftsmanship & American-made materials deliver the
most distinctive and fashionable EDC holster ever seen.
These extremely responsive OWB, open top holsters are the
first and ONLY holsters to unite premium leather with flexible
carbon fiber. Gun Belt 01- the most comfortable, durable,
and safe leather belt you can buy. It’s the perfect belt for all
your EDC and CCW needs. Available in Classic Brown and
Stealth Black. 1791Gunleather.com

Cameleon Juno Fortuna
Fortuna, from our new Juno Leather Series, has one large
zippered main compartment containing two open phone pockets on one side and one zipper pocket on the other. It also
includes a 9-inch strap with dog hook for keys. Fortuna has a
slim, adjustable shoulder/crossbody strap with antiqued brass
hardware. It features a central CCW compartment with top
access and a zipper closure. www.cameleonbags.com
Pistol Wear Concealment holsters were designed by
marathon runners and are the most comfortable, versatile, safe and functional unisex holster you can find!
Perfect for concealed carry with casual, athletic or professional dress attire. Can be worn in a variety of positions including inside or outside the waistband, front,
back and even come with an adjustable support strap
for under arm carry. And the best part….. there are No
weird pokies. This ain’t your daddy’s holster. Find it at
www.HidingHilda.com

www.U KOALA BAG.com

The Original Dene Adams Concealed Carry Corset in Natural uses the shape of your body combined with moderate compression for deep concealment and comfort. The natural colored corset is
our best selling starter holster because you can
wear it with almost any top. A universal trigger
guard is included and your fast breakaway retention tab keeps your gun secure until you need it.
DeneAdams.com

GTM 108 Sling Backpack
This slim shaped concealed carry backpack is American
Cowhide! It is rugged and lightweight . It has great space
for organization and a slim shape for ease of movement!
This GTM bag is excellent for Wheelchair user Features
include RFID protected zip pocket. Standard Holster,
Right or Left hand use.
www.GTMoriginal.com
We know how hard it is to find an holster that works
without wearing oversized clothes. Women's concealed carry holster designs by Tactica Defense
Fashion have been streamlined in every area possible, reducing bulk and width to the utmost possible
degree. Our IWB base tucks easily into the waistband, concealing easily with almost any possible
outfit. TacticaFashion.com

The Julie - a machine washable tote designed by
HidingHilda. Named after one of Hilda's Hero's, Julie
Golob, it offers plenty of room, 3 large packets inside, a separate holstered compartment in back that
can be locked. And it's manufactured right here in
Indiana! It's the perfect size whether you're carrying
your laptop - or diapers. Find this and all your favorite brands of concealment purses at booth 701 or
www.HidingHilda.com
Cameleon Hephaestus Structured Handbag
Inspired by the god of handcrafting, the Hephaestus bags will elevate your style anywhere you go while taking you back to the roots
with the original genuine leather colors. The spacious interior, accessible organizational pockets, as well as the concealed gun compartment, keep everything organized and ready to go. This Collection mixes sophistication, functionality as well as class and style.
With the high quality of our leather, Hephaestus will bring such an
experience of style. Secured with wire-reinforced cut-resistant
straps and handles. www.cameleonbags.com
Pistol Wear Concealment holsters were designed by
marathon runners and are the most comfortable, versatile, safe and functional unisex holster you can find!
Perfect for concealed carry with casual, athletic or professional dress attire. Can be worn in a variety of positions including inside or outside the waistband, front,
back and even come with an adjustable support strap
for under arm carry. And the best part….. there are No
weird pokies. This ain’t your daddy’s holster. Find it at
www.HidingHilda.com

Special Thanks for the

VIP Patrons Support

Ralph Fisher – Howell MI
Chuck Gray - Indianapolis IN

Our Model Line Up
Holly Sullivan * Jessie Bond * Tomi Ledford
Erin Palette * Rhonda Ezell * Kat Ainsworth
Gabby Franco * Tatiana Whitlock * Cheryl Todd
Kat Haas * Guy Relford * Jim Lucas * Kathy Walker
Martina Schuett * Mary Callison * Shayna Lopez
Dianna Muller * Anna Taylor * Kendall Jones
Rob Campbell * Jeff Smith * Julie Relford Hobbs
Elayne Cross * Amy Dillon * Shelia Roserio
Liz Lazarus * Susan Lathrup * Cassie Todd Jameson
Tami Watson * Ryan Muller * Craig DeLuz
Dr John Edeen * Jami Beard * Janet Holcomb
Dee Bennett * Kenda Cook * Leena Bhamrah

Special Thanks To…
Indy Arms, HidingHilda, GTM, Tactica Fashions
Ukoala Bags, Lady Conceal,
Jake & Shelby Skillet – VonBernd K-9
Endeavor Boutique, OnTarget Accessories
Tamara Watson, Martina’s Cakes,
All of our terrific companies & models
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Indiana War Museum
for this terrific space

